
Explanation of Proposed Double-Dabble Optimization

In an implementation of the Double-Dabble algorithm, the simplest thing to do is to check 
each BCD digit position to see if a "greater than four pre-correction" (GTFPC) needs to be 
done.  Also when shifting the BCD digits one bit to the left, the simplest thing is to shift all 
the BCD digits.

If a 32-bit binary number is converted to BCD using the double-dabble method, the result 
could be as large as 10 BCD digits.  The high-order digit never exceeds 4, and so never 
needs correction.  If each BCD digit is checked after a shift, each shift requires 9 digits to be 
checked.  If there are 16 significant bits to the number, then 9 x 16 checks need to be 
made... or 144 checks for pre-correction.  The great majority of these checks are unnecessary, 
as the significant part of the number resides in the lower BCD digits.  Similarly, there would 
be 160 BCD digit shifts done, when the significance is only in the lower order BCD digits.

In order to save execution time, it's beneficial to prevent the useless checking or shifting of 
the higher BCD digits that contain only zeros.  This can be done with a minimal amount of 
extra code. Below is described one fairly efficient method for implementing an optimization 
to prevent checking or shifting high-order BCD digits unnecessarily:

This optimization requires the use of one of the 16-bit registers.  For this example, choose 
R14 as the register.  This register is to contain the Master Loop Count.  Before the main loop, 
set the R14 register to one (ldi  0 | phi  R14 | plo  R14 | inc  R14).  This register will be 
incremented by one 1) each time a bit is shifted out of the binary number or 2) each time the 
"greater than 4 pre-correction" is done to the most significant BCD digit.

The Master Loop Count (MLC) must begin at one to make the calculations simpler.  Once 
three bits are shifted into the first BCD digit (making it elegible for a pre-correction check), 
the MLC will have the value 4.  That value can be divided by 4 easily using two right shifts.  
After four more bits are shifted in the BCD digits, the MLC value will be 8 and three bits will 
have been shifted into the second BCD digit (one bit for the high-order bit of the first BCD 
digit plus the three shifting into the sceond BCD digit) thus making it elegible for a pre-
correction check.  The MLC count skews one bit to the right so that each additional 4 counts 
into  the MLC indicates 3 bits in the next BCD digit.  (Recall that a pre-correction to the most 
significant BCD digit counts as an additional shift... adding one to the Master Loop Count.)

The  value of the pre-correction loop counter is calculated by loading the Master Loop Count 
value (GLO R14) and dividing it by four (shifting the D register two times to the right).  This 
value is stored in the loop counter register just before the pre-correction loop is entered.  The 
exit test for this loop must be at the top, so that if the calculated loop count is zero, the loop 
will *never* be entered.  This loop will *not* be entered for the first three iterations of the 
main loop, because the first BCD digit can not be greater than four until there are at least 
three bits shifted into it.

The value of the BCD digit shift loop counter is calculated by loading the Master Loop Count 
value (GLO R14), adding 3 to it  (ADI  3), and then dividing it by 4 (shifting the D register 
two times to the right).  This value is stored in the loop counter register just before the BCD 
digit shift loop is entered. This loop counter register value indicates the number of BCD 
digits (beginning with the low-order BCD digit) that need to be shifted left. 

That means that if the Master Loop Count is 1 (as it is initially), the program must at least 
shift left the first BCD digit.  (This differs from the pre-correction loop since pre-correction 
only requires testing if at least 3 bits have been shifted into the digit.)



So when the Master Shift Count value becomes 5, only one BCD digit is tested for possible 
pre-correction... while two BCD digits must be shifted to the left.  (5 divided by 4 is 1 with 
remainder lost = pre-correction loop count, while (5 + 3) divided by 4 is 2 with remainder lost 
= shift BCD digit count.)  The Master Shift Count value of 5 indicates that there is one bit 
set in the second BCD digit.  So while the second BCD digit need not be checked for possible 
pre-correction, the second BCD digit nevertheless must be shifted left as it has a non-zero 
value.

Inside the pre-correction loop, the local loop counter is decremented each time through the 
loop.  During the last iteration, the loop counter will have the value of one (decrementing to 
zero at the end of the loop, and before the test at the top of the loop). Since the BCD digits 
are checked for "greater than 4 pre-correct" in the order of least significant BCD digit to most 
significant BCD digit and if the most significant BCD digit is found to need a pre-
correction... it will be on the last loop iteration when the value of the local loop count is one.  

So each time a pre-correction is made inside the pre-correction testing loop, the following is 
done:  the D register loads the loop count (GLO  LoopCntReg), one is subtracted from D  (sbi  
1), and if D is zero, a skip instruction is done.  Right after the skip instruction, there is an 
increment of the Master Loop Count  (inc  R14). This test of the local loop count and the 
corresponding increment of the Master Loop Count (if needed) provides the tallying of the 
"extra shift" effectively done when the most significant BCD digit is pre-corrected.

The following page is an outline of code to implement this:



;*****   Code to shift out high-order zero bits   *****

;user R14 for the Master Loop Count  --  initialize MLC to one

            ldi     0
            phi    R14
            plo     R14
            inc     R14

master_loop:

; calculate the local loop count for the "greater than 4" pre-correction loop
;    local_loop_count = MLC / 4
            glo     R14        ; get Master Loop Count
            shr                   ; divide by 4 dropping remainder
            shr

;*****  iterate pre-correction loop D times

prec_loop:
           exit loop if local_count is zero
           if(current digit > 4)
               {
;*****        add three to digit
;*****        check if this high-order digit
                  plo     local_loop_count
                  sbi     1                            ;subtract one
                  bnz    outloop                  ;if zero
                  inc     R14                        ;increment MLC
outloop:
               }
                  br      prec_loop                ;loop for next digit check   

 

;*****   shift binary number one bit left

;  calculate he local loop count for shifting BCD digits left
;  local_loop_count = (MLC + 3) / 4 
            glo     R14               ; get Master Loop Count
            adi     3                   ; add 3 to force extra digit shift
            shr                          ; divide by 4 dropping remainder
            shr

;*****  iterate BCD digit shift loop D times

            inc       R14              ;increment Master Loop Count for shift

            br         master_loop 

       

 


